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Evidence for coherent effects in large-angle hadron-hadron scattering~
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We suggest, by looking at pp and n+p elastic data, that the evidence for the parton prediction
do.ldt —s "f(8) is not as convincing as is generally supposed. We also draw attention to the

presence of well-defined structures in (dcrldt)~; these may well reveal a strong component of
conventional coherent scattering eft'ects, even at large angles.

It is usually assumed that in hadron-hadron
scattering at large angles (8, -90'}, conventional
coherent effects (such as, say, diffraction) are
small, and that scattering at these angles is dom-
inated by collisions between the constituent par-
tons. Several parton theories' have recently been
developed to describe large-angle scattering, one
of the most interesting predictions here being
that do/dt & "f-(8), where n depends upon the par-
ticular model and the particular particles involved
in the reaction. It is generally claimed' that the
experimental data support this prediction.

In the present paper we examine in detail fixed-
angle differential cross sections for PP and m'P

elastic scattering (where the data are most plenti-
ful), and make the following observations: (1) The
prediction da/dt-s "f(8) is not well satisfied.
(2) The data in fact contain some well-defined
fine structure (some of which has been known for
years). (8) We replot the (do/dt)e data in a way
which strongly indicates the origin of this struc-
ture. (4) We conclude that there are substantial
coherent-scattering effects present even at large
angles.

(dotdt)~ vs lns PLOTS

In Fig. 1(a), we have plotted (do/dt)e vs lns for
PP elastic scattering' at fixed angles 6}=60', 70',
80', and 90', and in Fig. 1(b) the corresponding
data for Tf'p elastic scattering' at 6}= 60, 90',
and 120'. Because of beam intensity, the PP data
are considerably more accurate and more plenti-
ful. The following features seem fairly evident
from the data:

(a,) Neither the PP nor the v'P datafollow,
straight lines (even if one considers only the last
few points). Thus (do/dt)e does not go as a simple
power s ".

(b) For PP, the general trend of the data is such
that rough lines through the data are convex up.
This indicates that (d&r/dt)e goes slightly faster
than a fixed power. Moreover, for different angles
6}, these rough lines are not parallel. Thus, the
factorization of the s and 8 dependence in do/dt

is only rather approximate.
(c) The fixed-angle differential cross sections

for both pp and n'p are in fact very rich in struc-
ture. The n'P data have distinct dips, while the

PP data (which also go out to much higher ener-
gies} seem to possess a sequence of reasonably
well-defined breaks (with convex-up sections be-
tween). We have drawn lines in Figs. 1(a) and

1(b), to indicate where these breaks seem to
occur.

These observations are quite different from
those which have been made in the past. However,
previous plots of the data do of course contain
the curvature and the structure mentioned here
(though not easily seen sometimes because of the
compressed logarithmic scales used}, but these
features seem to have been ignored. We take the
point of view that these features are presumably
telling us about some reasonably strong comPonent
that is present in scattering at large angles.
seems important therefore, in view of the present
interest in large-angle and large-P~ scattering in
elastic and inclusive processes, to try to deter-
mine the origin of this structure. In particular,
what is the correlation between the succession of
breaks in (do/dt)6 for a given fixed 8, and what is
the correlation betmeen corresponding breaks for
different 6's?

(dojdt)~ vs f PLOTS

It will be noted from Fig. 1 that corresponding
breaks in (do/dt)e drift in 1ns as 8 is changed from
one va, lue to another. This suggests that perhaps
there is another variable mhere these correspond-
ing breaks will not drift as 8 is changed. Such a
variable which brings this about is t, the momen-
tum transfer squared (or possibly even more
appropriate from what we mill say below, the
variable v t). In Figs. 2—(a) and 2(b} we have
plotted the same pp, v'p (do/dt)e data over again,
using the linear t =-2h'(1 —cos8} variable along
the abscissa, . It is clear that all the corresponding
breaks for different 0 line up. To emphasize this
point further, we have included in Fig. 2(a) the
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fixed-angle pp (dc/dt)e for 8 =40', 30', and even
3'. The 3' curve incorporates the recent CERN
ISR data' at 245, 500, 10"t0, and 1500 GeV/c
equivalent lab momenta, where PP scattering is
generally believed to be dominated by optical
diff raction.

WHERE ARE THE BREAKS?

For n'P, the dip or break structures observed
so far seem to be located rather clearly at the
following positions:

~'P: t=-0.6, -2.6, and -5 (GeV/c)'.

For PP, the breaks seem to us to be located at
or near

PP: t=-0.9, -3, -5.5, -"l.5, and -10.5 (GeV/c)'

as indicated by the curves drawn in Fig. 2(a).
The fact that the various (dc/dt)e curves line

up with their breaks at these particular values
of t, whatever the angle 6}, leads to a rather sim-
ple interpretation of these breaks and to an im-
portant statement about what is happening at
large (and small) angles.

PREVIOUS OBSERVATIONS

t = -6 (GeV/c)', or equivalently at p 'p, ' = 2.6
(GeV/c)', was first noticed by Akerlof et al. (see
Fig. 5 of Benary et al. , Ref. 2) and by Krisch, '
while more recently Kammerud et al. ' suggested
the breaks at t = -0.9 and -3 (GeV/c)'. At the
same time, there have been several theoretical
proposals to explain these breaks; we refer the
reader to Kammerud et al. ' for a discussion of
these.

INTERPRETATION OF THE BREAKS

%e wish to suggest that these fixed-angle breaks
are due to familiar coherent-scattering phenom-
ena. For the sake of simplicity, we shall interpret
these structures in terms of the idealized gray
disk model; the conclusions are essentially the
same even when a more realistic optical model'
with smooth impact-parameter profiles is used.

For scattering from a gray disk, the main con-
tribution comes from diffraction, the diffraction
amplitude being of the form D- ij,(R V t)/R v t-. -
If diffraction were important anywhere, that is,
present (possibly among other contributions) to a
significant degree, one would expect to observe
its most noticeable trademark, namely, the oscil-
lations of the 4, Bessel function. These oscilla-

The w'P dips in (do/dt)e are of course just re-
flections of the well-known structures' in (do/dt), .
The breaks in PP (do/dt)e, however, indicate sub-
tleties in (do/dt), which are less obvious' to the
eye. Actually some of these breaks in pp (dc!dt)q
have been known for some time. A break around
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FIG. 1. Fixed-angle differential cross sections for (a) pp, (b) &'p elastic scattering plotted against lns. Data from
Hefs. 2 and 3.
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tions mill be fixed in t, or equivalently in ~t. %e
suggest that, to a large extent, this is what me

see in the fixed-angle (da/dt)e.

m'p BREAKS

For an interaction radius A = 0.9 F, the zeros
of the J, Bessel function occur at t=-0.7, -2.4,
and -5.1 (GeV/c)', which indeed are very close
to the positions of the breaks observed.

pp BREAKS

The break structure for PP seems to be slightly
more complicated than in the v'))) case (probably
because the data are much better), and it would
seem that a simple diffractive piece alone with
8 =0.8 F mhich has zeros at t = -0.9, -3. -6.5,
-11 (GeV/c) is not quite sufficient; one needs in
addition a peripheral piece, which is typically of
the form iZ, (R~t ). [A peripheral piece of this
type is of course highly desirable anyway to help
explain the crossover in Pf), )5P (do/dt), at f =-0.2
(GeV/c)'. ] The peripheral piece is almost
swamped by the diffractive piece in the forward
directions, but for large ] t] the two pieces can
become comparable and cause a slightly more
complicated pattern of oscillations. Our numerical
calculations" bear this out.

2
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CORROBORATIVE EVIDENCE

CONCLUSIONS

(1) We have examined fixed-angle (dv! dt)e for
both ~'P and PP elastic scattering. The evidence
for a simple law of the form der/dt-s "f(B) does
not seem to be as convincing as has been claimed.

{2) On the other hand, we draw attention to the

Io

FIXED- ANGLE (der/dt)8 FOR w p SCATTERING

= 604, 90', I 20'

In a recent experiment at Argonne, Abshire
et al. "measured the polarization parameter P
for PP elastic scattering at 12.33 GeV/c out to
very large values of the momentum transfer I tI
& 6.5 {GeV//c)'-'. This experiment revealed the
extremely interesting result that at this energy
the PP polarization has a sequence of douhIe zeros,
at l =-0.8, -2.4, and -5.5 (GeV ').")-'. This sur-
prising result is very difficult to explain in terms
of, say, Begge theories, but is easily interpret-
able' (in fact it was predicted") in terms of a
gray-disk type of optical model: Taking the dif-
fraction amplitude with a I'peripheral) flip ampli-
tude, one anticipates polarization of the form
[J)(R ~l)]'/R ~t With .R =0 8F,. one gets dou-
ble zeros close to the positions observed, indicat-
ing again that the diffractive piece plays a very
important role at least out to I f I

=6 (GeV/c)'.
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presence of structure in these fixed-angle differ-
ential cross sections, which can all be lined up
(whatever the value of tI) when (da/dt)e is plotted
against &.

(3) In the case of PP scattering, these breaks
tie in nicely with the double zeros of the elastic
polarization.

(4) The above points (1)-(3) follow from an
examination of the data alone, and do not depend
on any model. %e note, however, that all the
observed structures occur at or near the zeros
of Bessel functions, suggesting a substantial dif-
fractive component (and possibly also some
peripheral component) even out at large angles
(&-90'). It seems reasonable to conclude there-
fore that conventional coherent effects, though

small (like everything else) at large angles, are
certainly not negligible there (as is usually pre-
sumed to be the case'), and in fact, are present
to a rather noticeable degree.

This observation may have important implica-
tions for other processes, such as high-energy
inclusive processes. For example, a well-known
property of inclusive differential cross sections
Ed'a/dP' is that for larger P „the data get flatter,
rather reminiscent of the elastic PP differential
cross sections. It will be interesting to see if it
is possible also to interpret some of these inclu-
sive data in terms of more standard volume and
surface phenomena, which are characterized by
a geometric interaction radius rather than by a
specific dynamical model.
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